XX	PSALMS   OF   THE   SISTERS
not, of course, claimed that the Sisters, or any other
notable Buddhists, spoke, however briefly, in blank verse ;
but it is held that, in early literatures, spoken utterances are
ever the earliest records to be put in metrical .form. And
the Pali of practically all the TJit>r7-</dthd is of ancient type.
Moreover, under social conditions such as prevailed where
and when Buddhism took its rise, that is to say, where
there was considerable intellectual activity, but where
writing was not used to register its products, there would
be a tendency to convert with little delay all utterances
deemed worth memorializing into metrical form.
Some of these metrical memorial utterances appear as
the common property of several Sisters.1 Once composed,
it is quite-conceivable that certain Sisters may have made
frequent use of them in teaching and preaching. They may
thus have become more associated with the memoirs of
those Sisters than with the ^radition attaching to others,
whether the Sisters in question actually composed, them or
not. And where two or more detached stunaas were handed
down, thus linked to the memory and tradition of one name,
some member or members of the Sangha—man or woman,
or both—of literary gifts may have welded them togetner,
more or less, when the Canon was being arranged and
becoming a closed work. An excellent instance of such a
collection of detached gfithfis, where no organic welding has
been attempted, is that of (Tppalavamm (P«. lxiv.1. TIoro
are four episodes grouped about a name that occurs more
frequently in Pali romance tlian any other woman's name.2
The Then is held up by the Buddha, according to tidtjifntta
Xikaya, ii. 236, linked with another TherT, Kheuifi (Ps. lii.),
as the standard and limit of what a woman in holy orders
ought to be. But in the Vinat/a, a BhikkhunT, Uppalavaima,
is thrice quoted in a connection that reveals her twice as an
instance of a woman attractive to the other sex, and once as
1	Cf. verses 16, 18; 14, 20;   38,  41;  59,  63,  188,  195, 208,  2:15:
latter part of 112, 117, 175 ;  120, 173, 179, 180, etc.
2	See   Professor    E.    Miiller's    Introduction,    Para matt Jmd 7/;<wi,
xiv., xv.

